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Archives consist of two or more files packaged
together as a single file. Archiving makes it easi-
er to distribute a program containing numerous
files. PKZIP and other Zip archive utilities use
the LZSS coding algorithm, in addition to
Shannon-Fano in earlier editions, and Huffman
coding in later editions. Most of these utilities
can also handle other compression methods
used by other programs, such as ARJ (http://
www.arjsoftware.com) and ZOO (http://
helpdesk.uvic.ca/how-to/exchange/internet
/coding/zoo.html), which use compression
algorithms similar to PKZIP.

Other utilities are more specific to different
platforms. For example, StuffIt (http://www
.aladdinsys.com), is a popular Macintosh com-
pression and archive utility. 

Drive compression. When 600MB hard
drives were expensive, this type of software
compression was extremely useful. Several com-
panies, including Star and Microsoft, created
drive-compression programs. The DoubleSpace
drive compressor that bundled with Microsoft’s
MS-DOS 6.0 OS (operating system) was some-
what buggy. Star’s (now Previo) provided the
first reliable drive compressor with Stacker.
Microsoft’s later drive compressors, such as
DriveSpace 2.0 for Windows 95 and DriveSpace
3.0 (included in Microsoft Plus! for Win95 and
Windows 98) were more stable than initial ver-
sions. Cheyenne’s Infinite Disk was another pro-
gram that constantly monitored a hard drive
and expanded or contracted it as needed to pro-
vide a balance between performance and space. 

DriveSpace 3.0 and other drive compression
utilities created a virtual compressed hard drive
known as a CVF (Compressed Volume File)
residing on a host drive. Uncompressed data,
including system files the OS needs to load,
were kept on this host drive. On systems with
more than 2MB, the host drive was designated
as drive H: and was accessed as any other drive.

Few, if any, popular drive compression utili-
ties are still available, primarily because of larg-
er drives and lower prices per megabyte.

Data transfer compression. As mentioned
earlier, transmitting compressed files saves con-
siderable time. Modem manufacturers realized
this and created a compression standard based
on the LZW algorithm known as V.42bis. This
modem standard provides support for on-the-
fly compression and decompression of data.

Of course, some data is already compressed.
Compressing and decompressing data again can
actually slow down the transfer. If a file can’t be
further compressed, the sending modem will
send a signal to the receiving modem. The

receiving modem won’t attempt to decompress
the arriving data until it receives an escape sig-
nal. The sending modem sends an escape signal
when it resumes data compression. The V.42bis
standard is expensive to license. As a result, it
wasn’t used in anything other than modems. 

■ Lossy Compression. Perhaps because the
Web is a multimedia platform, lossy compres-
sion seems more popular than lossless compres-
sion. Lossy algorithms take advantage of limita-
tions to the human senses to compress data fur-
ther. In effect, lossy algorithms re-create a file
that appears identical to the original but is very
different at the bit level. 

Lossy compression algorithms are limited in
the type of files they can compress. For obvi-
ous reasons, you wouldn’t want to compress
important program files using lossy compres-
sion. Multimedia files, however, are perfect for
lossy compression. Still images, video, and
audio can all be compressed into a higher ratio
with the use of lossy compression algorithms.
Depending on the algorithm, data loss may be
minimal and not even noticeable. Lossy algo-
rithms are so perfect for multimedia files,
they’re used in a wide range of digital devices
including satellite receivers, DVD players, and
portable digital music players.

Unlike lossless algorithms, there are no com-
mon lossy algorithms. Instead, each algorithm is
specialized to the information it removes. These
algorithms are usually developed by special
groups or committees that use them to develop
a standard. Standards can then be implemented
in several programs. For example, MPEG 
(Motion Picture Experts Group) developed algo-
rithms used in the MPEG-1 standard, which is
used by numerous developers of programs.

Multimedia lossy compression. MPEG
sounds like a committee that votes on the
Oscars. In reality, this group of researchers is

defining the standards for compressed video
and audio files. Because of its acceptance as a
standard, MPEG has quickly become popular on
the computer platform and in consumer elec-
tronics. The MPEG standard has already gone
through several incarnations, each one optimiz-
ing the standard for different mediums.

MPEG-1 was the original MPEG standard
optimized to read video and audio from a CD at
speeds up to 1.15Mbps (megabits per second).
MPEG-1 uses a complex algorithm that throws
away some data. It then predicts the lost data
from future and past  frames during playback.

The MPEG decompressor (the MPEG com-
mittee only defines the standard for MPEG
decompression) starts from a reference frame
and can then use information provided by the
encoder during compression to predict interme-
diate frames from past and future frames.

MPEG-1 can also encode audio tracks. If the
tracks are part of a video, the decompressor can
maintain timing information to synchronize the
audio and video. It’s possible, however, to have
an MPEG-1 encoded audio file without video or
a video file without  audio.

The MPEG-1 audio compression removes
sound data the human ear can’t detect and
checks for redundancies.  The standard
defines three levels, or layers, of audio com-
pression, each with increasing complexity
and efficiency. Layer I algorithms do basic
file checks and create a slightly compressed
format. Layer II does a slightly better job of
eliminating unneeded information and com-
pressing the file. Layer III provides the high-
est quality compression for audio files and
requires the most complex algorithm and
more computing power. Layer III  has
enjoyed popularity of late, despite finding
itself a target of the record industry.

The record industry understandably fears
that a small file size (an easy download) and

There’s a reason most
Web pages use GIF
and JPG images:
These compressed
formats provide the
most efficient online
transmission because
of their small size.

BMP 284KB

PCX 270KB

GIF 39.2KB

JPG 8.37KB
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